Digital Seven
Production Services for Television, Film, New
Media and Brand Advertising

340 Madison Ave 19th Floor, New York, New York 10173 (212) 991-8272 b@digital7.nyc

Why Digital Seven?
Superb production services, experience, consistency, budget and execution.
Digital Seven has worked for Nike, NFL, Nokia, Elle, Maybelline, Michelin, NBC, Universal Music,
Atlantic Records, Koch E1, Def Jam, Lincoln Motors, Nivea, Tropicana and more.

Today’s climate needs are ever changing.You need nimble production services that are flexible to
the creative goals and are able to navigate to the heart of the creative on budget and on time.
We know the landscape, the technology and have the infra structure and alliances to find the best
solution for your creative goals. Whether it is a commercial, music video, feature film, or TV
project, we can execute the production and work to designing a creative solution and schedule
that best suits the project.
We work nationwide, carry a five million dollar insurance policy, have worked with some of the
biggest names in the entertainment industry, and delivered superb results.
We are the company that other companies call when they are in a clutch situation. We’ve done
the hard work and gained experience so that you don’t have to learn at someone else’s cost. We
stick to budget, schedule, and know how to maximize resources.

We are battle tested. We have top of the line production resources ranging from aerial to land. We’ve shot
multi-city projects requiring a complex host of logistics and seamless delivery with no margin for error.
We’ve permitted and shot projects under conditions people said either couldn’t be done or they couldn’t
afford. We’ve found solutions for hundreds of filmmakers looking for a particular resource or just wanting to
know how it could get done and we’ve enjoyed every minute of it.
We’ve managed budgets in excess of 1 million dollars and delivered projects under budget. We worked with
the smallest to the largest production houses as a strategic partner and our crew members come from a
variety of backgrounds and skillsets. We are passionate, driven, and remain completely focused on any project
we commit to and have a money back guarantee on all our work.

We are a one stop shop for everything from camera equipment to post-production. We have a team of creatives to
design and conceptualize virtually any type of creative proposal or aesthetic and bring it to life.

We are Digital Seven and we are interested in working with you. No matter what stage your creative objectives are at
reach out and discuss your goals. We would like to help you find the solution to achieve creative excellence.
b@digital7,nyc (212) 991-8272
www.digitalseven.nyc

